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A Dyop® (short for dynamic optotype) is a segmented ring whose spinning gaps/segments provide a binary strobic stimulus of 
the photoreceptors of the eye’s retina for use in determining visual acuity and refractions. 
 
www.dyopvision.com 
 
Vision developed as a dynamic process, rather than as a static, process.  As a result, static visual targets induce photoreceptor 
fatigue, are inherently imprecise, and are unnecessarily inefficient.  The photoreceptors of the retina, which enable vision, 
function as a biological circuit board for determining acuity (visual clarity) and refractionsand use the visual saccades to create a 
kinetic stimulus.  That saccade motion of the photoreceptors enables the retina to constantly refresh the photoreceptors’ 
response so that they can function much as the equivalent of a biological circuit board.  The saccade process functions much as 
does the scanning lines of the pixels on your computer monitor to keep the image from burning into the screen.  Static visual 
targets may also result in a refraction being overminused (excess spherical power) due to photoreceptor fatigue. 
 
The “classic” Snellen-type letter-based tests define the Minimum AREA of Resolution (MAR) as 1.0 arc minutes squared.   A 
Dyop® (short for dynamic optotype) is a spinning segmented ring whose gaps/segments provide a binary strobic stimulus of the 
photoreceptors creating a more precise and efficient methodology for measuring vision.  As the strobic stimulus area of the 
spinning ring gaps/segments becomes too small (as the ring becomes smaller), that stimulus area is too small for the 
photoreceptors to detect that motion.  That smallest spinning ring diameter whose gaps/segment motion is detected as spinning 
serves as a precise benchmark for acuity, to determine refractions, and to measure vision in color.  Acuity measurement with a 
Dyop does not require patient literacy. 
 

 

 
 

Dyop Spinning Ring Components 
Item 1 – the visual angular movement/velocity for the strobic contrast 
response 
Item 2 – a moving segmented visual arc/area (MAR) for dynamically 
stimulating retina cells with motion 
Item 3 – retinal cell clusters 
Item 4 – examples of static historical optotypes 
Item 5 – the static minimum angle/arc/area (MAR) of resolution of a historical 
optotype 

Fundamental Features of a Dyop  
(A) – Total circular diameter or visual angle  
(B) – Speed of rotation  
(C) – Contrasting colors in black and white  
(D) – Segment angle  
(E) – Segment arc width of the diameter 
(F) – Area of each segment as arc minutes 
squared  

 
The optimum 20/20 (6/6) Dyop has a 10% stroke width spinning at 40 rpm to create an empirically derived MAR of 0.54 arc 
minutes squared, which is about half of the Snellen stimulus area.  That smaller optimum Dyop spinning ring MAR stimulus 
contributes to Dyop acuity being more precise than Snellen testing.  It also correlates as an explanation for Snellen tests having 
a logarithmic increase in letter size with an increase in diopters of sphere (visual power) versus the smaller Dyop MAR having a 
linear increase in diameter with an increase in diopters of sphere due to the disparity of the stimulus area sizes.   
 
Because a Dyop uses resolution acuity to stimulate the physiological response of the eye, rather than the recognition acuity 
of letter-based tests, a Dyop test is as much as six times as precise as static image tests, has one-sixth the variance, is twice as 
efficient, and its properties help explain the mechanics of vision.  The increased precision and reduced variance of the Dyop test 
allows the examiner to rapidly reduce the angular width (diameter) of a Dyop until the direction of spin cannot be detected, and 
then incrementally increase the Dyop diameter until spinning is clearly detected.  The direction of spin is irrelevant.   When the 
stimulus gap area of a spinning Dyop is too small, that strobic stimulus area is too small for the photoreceptors to detect that 
spinning gap motion.  False positives are determined by reversing the direction of spin or switching the location of the spinning 
Dyop with the static reference Dyop.  The smallest diameter Dyop ring, whose gaps/segments can be detected as 
spinning, becomes a precise indicator of acuity and refractions.  
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Static optotypes add acuity overminus and are inherently imprecise and inconsistent. 

  
 
http://www.dyop.info/documents/Acuity_Comparison.pdf 
 

The linear increase in size with diopters of blur allow a Dyop to be ideal for measuring Low Vision 

 
http://www.dyop.info/documents/Theoretical_LowVision.jpg 
 
The location of the photoreceptors at the rear of the retina facilitates a reduction of ambient light stimulation and a 
hypersensitivity to emitted light (Stiles-Crawford Effect) such as that from electronic devices.   
  

 Stiles-Crawford Effect 

 
Rather than acuity being regulated by “the brain,” the varying acuity endpoint depths for the red, green, and blue photoreceptors 
provide chromatic triangulation for acuity adjustment (accommodation).  The photoreceptor focal depth of those colors, due to 
the saccade process, is constantly adjusted by the biological lens.  Typically green is focused ON the retina, blue is focused in 
FRONT of the retina, and red is focused BEHIND the retina creating chromatic triangulation and regulating accommodation.   
 
The motion of the optimum 20/20 (6/6) Dyop also creates a photoreceptor “refresh rate” of 0.33 arc minutes squared per second.  
The optimum 0.54 arc minutes squared MAR of a spinning Dyop correlates to a cluster of only about 20 photoreceptors.  The 
typical ratio of one optic nerve fiber to about 100 photoreceptors indicates that the saccades "motion" allows adjacent clusters to 
sense the direction of the stimulus motion.  When a group of about 5 clusters (100 photoreceptors) is sufficiently stimulated, the 
optic nerve fiber associated with those clusters sends a signal to the brain indicating color, stimulus direction, and regulating the 
lens response via chromatic triangulation.  That motion detection by photoreceptors clusters helps explain visual illusions such 
as the retrograde motion of speeding hubcaps.  
 
Further Dyop research should lead to additional screening tests and possible therapies for dyslexia, migraines, and epilepsy.  
That research may possibly provide an explanation as to the "epidemic" of myopia.  It may also provide an explanation as to the 
“visual stress” from intensive use of near electronic images such as SmartPhones and computer monitors being a result of the 
"Stiles-Crawford Effect" (SCE).  Light from electronic devices is emitted light and is perceived differently from scattered light, 
which was the norm for the previous 300,000 years of vision evolution.  As a result, SCE results in more rapid photoreceptor 
fatigue, increased visual strain, and a hypersensitivity to the inherent overminus of Snellen-type static image testing.                  
 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4704462/   
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Even more “revolutionary” than the literal Dyop spinning strobic stimulus is its potential to improve vision and visual diagnostics. 
 
http://www.dyop.info/documents/Snellen_vs_Dyop_Refractions-Sanni.pdf 
 
A better and more efficient (about 40-seconds) Dyop test for measuring acuity in infants, young children, and non-literate 
individuals should provide a better diagnosis of potential visual problems and thereby potentially also increase literacy and 
productivity.   It also has the potential for a 40 second test for visual impairment. 
 
www.infantacuity.com 
http://www.dyop.info/documents/Dyop_Visual-Impairment_Test-x10.swf.html 
 
A Dyop also allows the precise measurement of vision in color, rather than the contrast of Black versus White, by varying the 
color and contrast of the gap/segments to indicate visual functioning.  A Dyop can be used to measure vision in children as 
young as one year of age, individuals who cannot read, and potentially more precisely measure the acuity of individuals with low 
vision.  Dyop acuity screening in color can screen for potential symptoms of dyslexia, migraines, and epilepsy leading to 
significant added modes of therapy. 

 
 
http://www.dyop.info/documents/Dyslexia_and_Color_Perception-SandraStark.pdf 
 
A Dyop test also might lead to a diagnostic aid for detecting early symptoms of glaucoma or macular degeneration, and a better 
metric for cataract surgery. 
 
http://www.dyop.info/documents/Snellen_vs_Dyop-Cataracts_Gordon.pdf 
 
The inherent visual preference for detecting motion inherent in a Dyop as the visual target should lead to validation for a rapid 
(potentially 40 seconds), non-invasive visual screening test for the visual impairment associated with marijuana intoxication, 
PTSD, and sports concussion injuries. 
 
http://www.dyop.info/documents/Dyop_Visual-Impairment_Test-x10.swf.html 
 
http://www.dyop.info/Impairment.htm 
 
Because our eyes evolved as sensors to detect motion, distance, and colors, and enable us to detect predators and game so 
that we could eat rather than be eaten, to be most effective and efficient vision testing has to be a dynamic and autonomic 
process.  The dependency on a cultural ability to detect the size and differences between European-style static letters such as 
“E” and “C,” results in static Snellen-type optotypes mistaking cognition for acuity, being inherently imprecise and inefficient, 
culturally biased, and dependent upon the subject having letter-based literacy. 
 
For further details, contact: 
 
Allan Hytowitz 
www.dyop.org 
www.dyopvision.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/allanhytowitz/ 
5035 Morton Ferry Circle 
Alpharetta, GA 30022 
  
404-281-7798 


